Finding the “Sonny” Side: A JPA Therapist’s Case Story

I had the pleasure of working with the Moore family for two years by providing individual services to Sonny, one of Ms. Moore’s children. Sonny was initially referred to me for counseling services because he was being bullied by classmates due to his poor hygiene.

I attributed the positive changes I was seeing in both the mom and the child to Ms. Moore’s willingness to invest in her son.

When I initially started working with him, Ms. Moore was very critical of Sonny’s behavior both at home and at school. Ms. Moore would often scold Sonny in front of me, making Sonny feel ashamed and embarrassed. At times, Ms. Moore would also seek me out to discuss personal issues which didn’t always involve Sonny. And in session, I noticed that Sonny was seeking love and affection from me while often speaking about his desire for affection from his mom. So here I was trying to hold the emotions of mom and child; both so desperately needing each other but struggling to make the connection.

Ms. Moore would share how frustrated she was with Sonny. She wanted him to be more of a big brother to his siblings while helping her out as well. Sonny never expressed having a problem helping his mom around the house but he at times just wanted to do kid stuff such as try out for the neighborhood football team, something Ms. Moore was against. She felt that if Sonny was going to continue to act up in school, she wouldn’t allow him to play a sport. She didn’t realize that engaging in an extracurricular activity could help shape his behavior in school positively as well as develop his relationships with other kids.

As part of our therapy, I wondered with Ms. Moore about how critical she was of Sonny and how this criticism may be affecting him. Without judgement, I reflected those behaviors to her and noted how Sonny may be responding.
Moore was willing to listen to my observations and implement some ideas we came up with to allow Sonny to be a child just as his siblings were allowed to be children.

As I continued to work with Sonny and his mom, I noticed that he went from not talking about his family (or, talking about them negatively) to sharing with me all the great things they were beginning to do together. Sonny had rarely if ever talked about his younger brother but soon began making arts and crafts for him in session.

I noticed that Sonny was no longer seeking affection from me but would embrace his mom whenever she picked him up early from session. Sonny would be a little agitated with his mom whenever our sessions ended early but it was followed by a hug and kiss to his mom which I always felt was so sweet.

As time went on, Sonny’s personal hygiene improved; he now felt better about himself as he gained his mother’s support and affection. I attributed the positive changes I was seeing in both the mom and the child to Ms. Moore’s willingness to invest in her son.

I recently saw Ms. Moore in passing and she was eager to share with me that Sonny’s football team won their championship game and were on their way to the semi-finals! Sounds like a win-win for Sonny and his family! JPA